
There’s a six-wheeler invasion and this Mini Moke is leading the charge
Lead 
There must be something in the air because recently the Classic Driver Market has been flooded with fantastic six-wheeled mechanical beasts. One of our favourites has got to
be this crazy Mini Moke, so let’s take a closer look!

It’s a problem as old as the sand at your local beach. You and three of your best mates are ready for a day of fun in the sun, but as you all pile into your trusty Mini Moke, you
realise there simply isn’t any space for your rainbow beach ball. Thus your hypothetical day at is beach ruined. However, that needn’t be the case, because someone else
clearly shares your pain and — more importantly — they had enough money to solve that problem for themselves. Enter this wild 1989 Austin Mini Moke, which has been
converted to accommodate an extra axle and wooden box large enough to fit anything you need for a day at the seaside. How much did this all cost? Over 200,000 euros.
Someone clearly loved their beach ball. 
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There’s more to this Mini Moke than just an extra set of wheels, though. Powered by an 80hp Mini MPI engine and equipped with Alcantara bucket seats and Bilstein
suspension, this little Moke should ensure you beat the crowds to the best spot on the dunes. And if your beach expedition extends past sunset, a powerful array of off road
lights should help you find your way home. We can’t imagine a better automotive companion for the summer, so if this six-wheel Moke has caught your eye, please get in touch
with Thiesen Hamburg. 
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